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Chapter 13: Atoms
13.1 Hydrogen-like states (Fig. 13.5, 10, 14, 15, 16, 20, 23)

Ionic atom with 1 electron (-e) and a nucleus (+Z).
Note: force = - Q1 · Q2 / r

2; potential energy = work = force * path = ∫dx · F = Q1· Q2/r

V = –Z/r,   T = p2/2me = pr
2/2me + 2/2mer

2 = Trad + Trot

In Cartesian coordinates: T is simple, V is complicated (1 over root);
In spherical coordinates: T looks complicated, V is simple.

[V(r) · + Trad(r) + 2(w)/2mer
2 – E] Â� �U�Z�� ���������(w = angles, 'Winkel' of electron position)

2/2mer
2 is the centrifugal potential, the centrifugal force is 2/mer

3 (~mv2/r):

Rule of variable separation: If the operator can be represented as a sum of terms of different
variables, the eigenvalue is the respective sum, and the eigenfuction is a simple product.

Here a trick: to achieve separation of w and r, multiply with 2mer
2:

[2mer
2 (V(r) · + Trad(r) – E) + 2(w)] Â� �U�Z�� ��� � nlm = Rnl(r) Â�<lm(w)

For (+Ze) – (–e) systems: n = nr + l   ,  nr = no. of radial maxima ,  l = 0(s), 1(p), 2(d), 3(f) …

Enl = –Z2me/2n2 ; <r>nl = [3n2 – l (l+1)]/2meZ      (for low. levels of high-Z atoms: set Z = Zeff)

Rnl(r) ~ 




                     r~ :r small

)2Em-exp(-r~ :r large e

l

6SHFWUXP��K � �(nf,lf – Eni,li     (i = initial, f = final; selection rule of Laporte lf = li ± 1) .

Note the differences between the physical concept of angular momentum ��RI�LWV�RSHUDWRU� �
its measurable or measured value |_��DQG�RI�WKH�DQJXODU�PRPHQWXP�TXDQWXP�QXPEHU�l.
An s-orbital has its largest density in the nucleus, an s electron does not rotate, it is distributed
in any direction from left to right through the nucleus. The highest orbital point-density is at
the attractive nucleus. The largest amount of probability is in the outer spatial shell, about one
order of magnitude less in each innermore spatial shell.
The outermost radial shell of an nl-orbital has number n with r ~ n2. (For H-1s: =r 1.5 Bohr;

√〈r2〉 = 75.13 =  Bohr;  1max =r Bohr). The innermost spatial shell has main quantum number

l+1.
The real linear combinations have l angular nodes. The subscript index represents the main
Cartesian power of the angular behavior, for instance: 2z

d ~ (2z2-x2-y2)/r2. Any real function

has zero average for all angular momentum components; only complex functions have non-
vanishing i and µi (magnetic moment).

13.2 Neutral many-electron atoms

Enl = –Zeff
2���Q± l)

2     <r>nl §�Q
2/Z Â��Q�l)    (a very rough rule of thumb)

Zeff = Z – no. of "inner" electrons – no. of "same" electrons / 3 (Fig. 13.21, 22)

l = quantum defect: for s ~ 1, for p ~ ½ (screening, penetration or diving effect)
Concerning ionic or innermore orbitals, the energy order is less l-dependent (as in hydrogen).

Order of (shell and subshell) orbital ("one electron") energies in neutral! atoms with Z values

1-2        3-10          11-18            19-36                37-54                55-86                     87-118 = Z
1s  <<  2s<2p  <<  3s<3p  <<  3d§�V��S��<<  4d§�V��S��<<  4f§�G§�V��S��<<  5f§�G§�V��S

( n = energy-, principal-, main-, Haupt- q.n.;
l = ang. mom., serial-, secondary-, Drall-, Neben- q.n.;
m = magnetic-, directional-q.n.;
me = mass of electron )
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Note: in cations, the higher the charge, the more hydrogen-like the order, (n-1)f < nd < (n+1)s.

Order of (shell and subshell) orbital radii : increase with n, and then with l (for valence orbi-
tals note: 2s§�S��QV�QS������G��V��QG��Q���V������I��V��QI§�Q���V��VHFRQGDU\�SHULRGLFLW\�LQ�WKH
PS). If there are many occupied orbitals, the density minima of some of them are filled by the
maxima of the others: the total density decreases very smoothly without pronounced visible
radial shell structure. Valence density is very small. The x-ray experiment “sees” the electron
density maximum at the nucleus.

13.3 The independent particle or orbital approximation

V contains Z–e attraction, and
e1–e2 Repulsion: +1/¥�[1–x2)

2 + (y1–y2)
2 + (z1–z2)

2 �QR�YDUiable separation possible

2UELWDO�PRGHO�� �[1,y1,z1� 1,x2,y2,z2� 2) §�5a(r1) Â�<a(w1) Â�6a� 1) Â�5b(r2) Â�<b(w2) Â�6b� 2)

6� ��LV�WKH�IXQFWLRQ�GHVFULELQJ�WKH�VSLQ�GLUHFWLRQ�GLVWULEXWLRQ��1RWH��GLIIHUHQW�LQGLFHV�IRU�HOHc-
WURQV�DQG�RUELWDOV��9�FRQWDLQV�QR�VSLQ��EXW� �GRHV�� � �VSLQ�Dngles.

A single electron has kinetic energy and feels attraction by the nucleus and repulsion by the
other electrons. The so-called orbital energy E(orb) = T + Vnuc + Rep. Total Energy is not the
sum of orbital energies, because that counts the repulsion twice.

Etotal(2e) §�(total(2orb) = (T+Vnuc)a + (T+Vnuc)b + Repa,b = Ea(orb) + Eb(orb) – Repa,b

(note the signs of Rep)
Since there are no spin-energy contributions at the nonrelativistic level of approximation
(very good for light atoms), the spin-variables are separable.

13.4 Symmetry

H(1,2) = T(1) + T(2) + Vnuc(1) + Vnuc(2) + 1/|r12| = H(2,1)

The Hamiltonian does not change upon coordinate-permutation; H is invariant against this
coordinate-transformation; the system described by H has a symmetry.

H(1,2) � ������ � (1,2) Â�(  From symmetry: H(1,2) = H(2,1), there follows

H(2,1) � ������ � (1,2) Â�(  for nondegenerate states: E = E �� � �FRQVW��

,I�HYHU\WKLQJ�FDQ�EH�PDGH�UHDO�� ������ ���RU�±� �������
State function of several identical particles is either permutation-symmetric or permutation-
antisymmetric.

13.5 Pauli Exclusion Principle

A relativistically acceptable two-particle wavefunction can only be constructed
for two equal fermions (s = 1/2: e,p,n)    if  (1,2) =  – (2,1);  (1,2) =  + (2,1) is excluded;
for two equal bosons (s = 0,1: 4+H��K ����LI� (1,2) =  + (2,1);  (1,2) =  – (2,1) is excluded;
for two different particles, any combination c1 (1,2) + c2 (2,1) is admissible.

Convention: 1 means x1,y1,z1 (for s = 0)   or   x1,y1,z1� 1 (for s = 1/2)

1RWH�� �[�\�]� s) = nlm( s�� � �x,y,z)s = nlms

where n = 1…��� � ��«Q±���P� � «± ��V� ������±������DQG
x,y,z ∈ (-∞, +∞) or r ∈ [0, ∞],    θr, θs ∈ [0, π@����� r�� s ∈�>��� �@
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13.6 Consequence of Pauli exclusion principle within the orbital approximation

13.6.1 Two-particle wave functions

One orbital a��IRU�WZR�VSLQOHVV�SDUWLFOHV��� � � a(1) Â� a(2)  ,  admissible for two bosons
   Energy: E = 2(T+V)a + Rep(a2,a2)

7ZR�VSLQ�RUELWDOV� a�� b��� +� � a(1)Â b(2) +� b(1)Â a(2)  ,  admissible only for two bosons (photons)
   Energy: E = (T+V)a + (T+V)b + Rep(a2,b2) + Rep(ab,ab)

or ����������� – = a(1) Â� b(2) –� b(1) Â� a(2)  ,  admissible only for two fermions (electrons)
   Energy: E = (T+V)a + (T+V)b + Rep(a2,b2) – Rep(ab,ab)   ('ab’ vanishes for different spins)

Note: a and b may be ψa·α and ψa·β; or ψa·α and ψb·α; or ψa·α and ψb·β.  Here ψ means a
pure position funcWLRQ��DQG� �D�VSLQ�SRVLWLRQ�IXQFWLRQ��D�VR�FDOOHG�VSLQ�RUELWDO�

The particle density of (ϕa·ϕb ± ϕb·ϕa) is, in both cases, ϕa
2

 + ϕb
2 . But the particle-pair density

differs from ϕa
2·ϕb

2
 + ϕb

2·ϕa
2  by ± 2·ϕaϕb ·ϕaϕb. The so-called overlap density  ϕaϕb of two

usual orbitals of the same atom or molecule has positive and negative (i.e. increasing and de-
creasing) contributions, which exactly sum up to zero, 〈ϕa|ϕb〉 = 0.

At the level of the nonrelativistic approximation, there is no spin-contribution to the energy!
But, because of Pauli-exclusion, for 2 electrons: a symmetric position function product (ψaψa

or ψaψb + ψbψa) must be combined with an antisymmetric spin direction function product (αβ
- βα) or, vice versa, (ϕaϕb - ϕbϕa; not  ϕaϕa) with (αα or αβ + βα or ββ).

13.6.2 Slater Determinants

Slater determinant is the simplest way to guarantee the Pauli principle. Let ϕa, ϕb, ϕc be three
spinposition-orbitals.

abc
)3()3()3(
)2()2()2(
)1()1()1(

cba

cba

cba

!3
1 =

ϕϕϕ
ϕϕϕ
ϕϕϕ

Since electrons are completely indistinguishable (a nonclassical property) every electron ap-
pears in every orbital. n different electrons 1, 2, ... “in” n different orbitals a,b. ... with differ-
ent indices!

D ,a ��E = 2ha+Jaa (spin-singlet);  D ,b ���E = ha+hb+Jab–Kab  (spin-triplet) ;   

D ,b ��(� �Ka+hb+Jab±Kab ( D ,b � E ,a LV�VSLQ�VLQJOHW�DQG�VSLQ�WULSOHW�

Coulomb repulsion between two electrons = Coulomb repulsion between two orbital clouds
modified by + or – "exchange pair cloud" = so called Coulomb and exchange orbital integrals

Summary: Two-electron function at nonrelativistic approximation, where spin doesn't contribute
to energy: either space-part symmetric and spin-part antisymmetric (higher Coulombic energy
goes with singlet), or space-part antisymmetric and spin-part symmetric (lower Coulombic
energy goes with triplet). 'Anti-pairing energy' is 2Kab . The + and – signs are a 'wave' phenome-
non; the spatial pair-distribution determines the Coulomb energy; the connection between energy
and spin comes via the Pauli exclusion.

The form (permutational symmetry) of the spatial two-electron function determines a) the
energy (+ or – K correction of the e-e Coulomb repulsion), and b) the admissible spin-
FRXSOLQJ�� 1 2� 1 2) through the Pauli principle: indirect relation between (lower) energy and
(pseudo-parallel) spin coupling.

→ different orbitals

↓ different electrons
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13.7 Aufbau principle and Hund’s rule

,I� a ��� b: lowest energy for both electrons at level a, with             spin

Hund’s Rule for the orbital approximation

,I� a §� b: lowest energy for both electrons at levels a and b with pseudoparallel spin

13.8 Magnetism

mass and mechanical spin: M and l; charge and magnetic spin moment: Q and µ with
µ / l = Q/M · (g/2c) (magnetic/mechanical moment ~ charge/mass : gyromagnetic ratio)
g = 1 for "orbit motion", g = 2 for "spin motion"
The magnetic moments of orbiting and spinning electrons interact with a magnetic field:
¨(para ~ L Â�%
A moving charge is perturbed by a magnetic field: ¨(dia ~ r2 Â�%2

13.9 Relativity

"Velocity of electrons near nucleus" is v §�=�DX���(IIHFWLYH�PDVV�RI�HOHFWURQV�Peff = me/¥���
v/c)2 is relativistically increased by a fraction of ½(Z/c)2, where c = 137 au.

s-orbitals are relativistically contracted and stabilized by a fraction proportional to (Z/c)2.

p-levels are split (spin-orbit coupling) into a lower p1/2 (spherical, complex orbital) and two
higher p3/2 (nearly spherical orbitals).

d- and f-orbitals are better shielded by contracted s- and p1/2-orbitals: they are destabilized,
expanded and split into two different levels.

This all is of eminent importance for the chemistry of medium and heavy elements (inorganic
and metal organic chemistry), see modern textbooks of inorganic chemistry.


